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ABSTRACT:  

Total hip arthroplasty (THA) has been a successful intervention for 50 years. In 

spite of the excellent long term results the challenge remains with failure and 

revision operations especially with younger and active patients. [3] 

The reasons of failure are multi factorial. Today we know of many factors: bad 

surgical technique (bad positioning of components) poor implant design and 

industrial process material factors. Biomechanical factors are the third cause of 

failure and probably the most important to understand. [2] 

Aseptic loosening and osteolysis are the limiting factors of lifetime with 

polyethylene on hard bearing (metal or ceramic head). Metal on metal bearings 

failure depends on material, size and gender. Ceramic on ceramic hip bearings 

are a cause of concern because of squeaking and implant breakage but there is 

not a biological reaction. In almost every failure the mechanochemistries 

factors of friction, lubrication, and wear are the first step. 

We propose an inverse method created by understanding these complicated 

mechanisms. This method defines a global mechanical system where we 

include the main bearing as well as connections because they are also cause of 

friction. We have to associate the biological system with its close environment 

(bone, fluid, tissues...) and the general body reactions (cells and immunological 
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system). The most relevant factors are mechanical instabilities and  40-80 

higher mechanical stresses than in standard conditions. 

INTRODUCTION: 

570 000 THA were performed in Europe (population 446 .2 million) for the year 

2009 and 500 000 in the U.S. Choice of insert bearings: Polyethylene 48%, 

Ceramic insert 17% and Metal insert 5% with: Metallic head 68%, Ceramic head 

32%. 

There is a life time incidence of 18% for revision and is projected to double in 

the next 10 years. 

The causes of revision are aseptic loosening 45%, bone lysis 15%,   pain27%, 

dislocation/ subluxation17%, infection 13%. [1] 

The reasons of failure are multi factorial. It is by understanding the mechanisms 

that we can improve our long term THA. 

 

MECHANICAL ANALYSIS:  

1/The tribological triplet:  mechanism, first bodies, third body (fluid and 

particles debris) and the tribological flow are the framework of every contact 

analysis [4]. 

2/Contact instability and friction: In standard conditions close to equilibrium 

system there are few problems and wear. But friction of THA is not a long 

steady state. Fluoroscopy (dynamical X-ray) shows eccentric loading then a new 

centered position that changes the contact and sliding. Sometimes the 

mechanical stress is 40 to 80 higher than in standard conditions (contact test 

with micro- separation 2 mm).The consequences are energy diffusion( thermal 

energy) with surface transformation and deformation (polyethylene and metal) 

wear, chemistry change and oscillation-wave diffusion. A stick-slip 

phenomenon especially occurs with ceramic on ceramic bearing and 

sometimes associated with squeaking and breakage because toughness is low 

without deformation except at the nano scale. Instability, oscillation, wave and 

energy diffusion are fundamental in understanding the sliding of THA [6] [7] [8] 

[9]. 



3/ THA is a global system: Main hip bearings are connected with a metal back 

(insert-metal back). The head is connected to the femoral stem and sometimes 

to a modular neck [10]. THA itself is linked to the bone. Mechanism of the 

triplet depends on the THA positioning. Head size, neck and height size can be 

responsible for contact, impingement and dislocation-subluxation. THA and 

muscle can create a particular friction between the biological structure and the 

metal 

 

BIOLOGICAL REACTIONS: 

Firstly, the body has to adapt to an arthroplasty and its different mechanical 

properties compared to natural bone, cartilage, fluid and tissue:  The whole 

triplet changes! We need a primary stability between the bone and the 

arthroplasty otherwise it is a failure. Secondly, over time wear debris appears 

and a biological reaction [11]. Our living body can tolerate a huge material like 

an arthroplasty but tiny particle debris triggers immunologic reactions except 

ceramic debris (inertness of ceramic). This reaction depends on age, gender, 

volume and size of debris. 

SUMMARY 

When we choose a THA we have to define a mechanical threshold and a 

biological threshold adapted to a patient in their personal and professional life. 

The most important factor is the mechanical contact instability and energy 

diffusion in a global system because others factors are a consequence of this 

one. 
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